Wait Listing: When Not to Use It

Remember when we implemented Wait Listing? Not so long ago: Fall 2016, to be exact.
It’s working, really well. Students love it. It helps us fill sections and project the need for more.

There are just a few cases where Wait Listing cannot be applied, due to PeopleSoft restrictions. Here’s a recap.

**Wait Listing cannot be used for:**

1. Dynamically Dated (DD) sections
2. Co-convened or Cross-Listed sections (umbrella term = Combined Sections)
   - **Exception!** Combined Sections that have a small contract-based Honors section with just a few students
3. Lectures with Zero-unit Labs (AKA Embedded Lab)
   - These are also known as “Dual Component or Multi-Component” classes.
4. Co-requisite classes required to be taken in the same term (such as Lecture + Stand-alone Lab)

For more details about Wait Listing, please visit the FAQs document at:  
http://www.nau.edu/Registrar/Wait-List-Faculty-FAQ/
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